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01: The Workshop
Austrade is undertaking consultation to inform Australia’s next tourism strategy to 2030. A number of
workshops are being held across Australia to facilitate stakeholder input to the strategy. The objective of
each workshop is to engage directly with as many tourism operators as possible to enable their contribution
to the development of the strategy.
This workshop was held as an opportunity for participants to provide their input to the development of this
strategy by:


Articulating their aspirations for the Australian tourism industry in 2030



Identifying challenges, opportunities and game changers for the industry



Identifying focus areas that are important to their location (state/region)



Sharing their on-the-ground insights.

Through their participation in the workshop, attendees were able to provide their views on Australia’s next
long-term tourism strategy.
This report contains the inputs generated through the workshop process.
Participants:
There were 50 participants in the workshop.
Workshop Structure:
The workshop was structured with five main sessions:


Visioning – what does the future of the tourism industry in Australia look like in 2030?



Narratives – capturing the stories that we tell about the industry now and its impact on people and
communities.



Challenges & Opportunities – exploring these within the context of the Report, and identifying areas
that may not have been covered in the Report



Focus Areas – as set out in the Report



Game changers – identifying the actions that would have the most positive impact on the industry
into the future.

The design of the workshop focused on eliciting ideas, comments and contributions from participants on
each in these sessions, generating input to the consultation process. This report is structured as per these
workshop sessions.
The workshop ran for 2 hours, from 2pm – 4pm on Tuesday 1st October 2019, in the Boardroom, level 5, 121
Exhibition Street, Melbourne.
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02: Visioning – “Into the future … 2030”
Q1: “How would you describe the successful Australian Tourism Industry of 2030?”
Participants were asked to input their response to the above question into ‘Poll Everywhere’ software via
their smartphones. The following are the inputs and the resulting word cloud. The word cloud shows words
used with higher frequency in a larger font size.

Word Cloud:

Q2: “What is the one critical factor you believe will underpin your success in 2030?”
Participants were asked to input their response to the above question into Poll Everywhere software via their
smartphones. The following are the responses received.


























Government relations
Public Private Partnerships
Itineraries
Dynamic
Regional dispersal
Innovative
Collaboration
Accessibility
First Nations focused
Investment friendly
Cultural
Greater employment outcomes
Aspirational
Funding
Identifying markets
World leading product
Diversification
Infrastructure
Collaboration
Accessible
Infrastructure
Funding
Regional
Funding
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Investment
Yield
Strategy
Investment
Community
Responsiveness
Major events
Quality standards
Technology enabled
Respectful
Sustainability
Quality of delivery
Infrastructure
No city/country divide
Tourism seen as a genuine career path
Investment
Immersion
Investment
Wellness
Valued
Customer centric
Great customer service with a warm
welcome
Unique experience
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Aviation access
Yield
Collaboration
Regional strategy
Regional investment
High value travellers
Government funding / investment
Selling experiences
Small businesses
Investors
Diversified target markets
Innovation
Investment
Funding for Tourism Australia
Investment
Upskilling indigenous
Private investments
Depth of capability
Restriction on mining in
environmentally sensitive areas
Customer service
Appropriate infrastructure
Wellness
Visitor Economy
Investment
Funding’s
Inclusive
Creativity
Visitor-centric
Yield
Customer service
Journey focused
Innovation
Culturally sensitive
Professional
Storytelling
Infrastructure
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Investment
Cultural understanding
Diversity
Investment
Non-generic
Tourism
Accessible
Experience
Collaboration
Partnerships
Profitable
Policy
Memorable shared experiences
Strategy
Collaboration
Collaborative
Holistic
Global connection
Government and industry alignment
Service improvement for international
visitors
Peace and prosperity
Support
Investment friendly
Collaboration
Regional dispersal
Consumer centric
Collaboration
Experiential learning
Diversity
Team work
Wellness
Long-term growth
Corporate buy in
Nature
Excellent visitor experiences
Government policy
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03: Narratives
Story-telling is a powerful way to articulate not just facts and figures, but emotions, feelings, thoughts and
experience. As we look to 2030 the need to preserve the good in what we have, whilst expanding and
exploring further the opportunities presented, is key to ensuring that the baseline of the present is
understood and considered. In this activity, participants were paired up and asked to share, and document, a
story that conveyed the impact of the tourism industry on people and communities.
Situation





Cricket festival – lead up to Boxing Day test
Visiting Family
Hosting Dad

Characters





MCG
Regional Vic
MCG/Ashes/essential sporting moments

Actions




Visiting attractions to create memories
Sports event

Impact




Enriching family experience/support of local regional communities
Support of international travelling team

Situation




Geelong going through a transition in economy moving from blue-collar to
service. Decrepit buildings, old wool stores.
Little creators took a punt and invested.

Characters




Community members
Corporate entity

Actions





Investment
Re-engaged community
Change in Geelong perception

Impact




Change in Geelong landscape
Lead reinvention of Geelong

Situation





Artisan trades – allowing them to prosper
Sovereign Hill – old trades are retiring
Historic story telling of the culture in Regional Victoria

Characters







Real artisan producers/rare trades
Visitors
Council
Industry
Visit Ballarat (now defunct)

Actions




Collaboration in industry and council
USPs – artisan/destruction

Impact





Increase visitation – domestic
New industries and jobs
Pathways/newer ways to market

Situation





Build community through “village elders”
Community stakeholders build tourism
Family on holiday – in a motorhome

Characters



2 Adults & 3 Kids

Actions






No screens
Conversation
Fun
Last minute decisions “left or right” – kids
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Impact






Happiness
Life stories
Life’s important moments emerge
Quality of life rediscovered

Situation





Penicott launch
Resistance by community
Ecological concerns

Characters






Local community
Parks Vic
Visit Vic
Penicott

Actions





Protests
Letters to minister
Outcry

Impact





Significant consultation
Amendments to book
Launch!

Situation






Convention bureaus in each state bid
For international conventions – large
Inbound potential, funded by state
Governments supported by Tourism Australia

Characters





Melbourne Convention Bureau
Melbourne Convention and Exhibit Centre
State government, Department of Health, City of Melbourne, Hotels, DFAT

Actions





14,000 international visitors from 100+ countries attended a 4 day
conference.
100+ satellite meetings
Regional pre/post travel

Impact






National pledge to virtually eliminate HIV by 2020
2400 Victorians on HIV prevention program
Community impacts
2600+ media coverage – international

Situation




Port Fairy Folk Festival. From humble beginnings to attracting 20,000
people
Involves local community and benefits local community

Characters




Folk festival committee, volunteers and paid executives
Local tourism association and council

Actions




Grew organically
Sustainable

Impact






Weekend generating income and helped grow year round tourism
Keep growing businesses
Sustainable
Happens every year without government support
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Situation




Wanted to increase cycle tourism
Had unused pine plantations sitting stagnant for up to 30 years

Characters






Council
HVP
Community
State government

Actions



Worked collaboratively with parties to develop a mountain park in the
plantations

Impact





Great cycle tracks
More activity from locals
World-class facility

Situation




Laneway experiences – Melbourne – identity
Urbanisation – short breaks

Characters





Ernie Dingo
Shopkeepers – ownership of the area
Locals – passion, pride

Actions




Positive impact
Negative impact

Impact




Access – awareness = more palatable
Better rubbish and recycling = City of Melbourne

Situation





Events to attract to Bendigo
Tudors to Windors @ Bendigo Art Gallery
Series of international exhibits

Characters







Government funded
State and local funded
Vic Albert own exhibit
Individual attractions
Local business activations

Actions







75k visitors
Budget 55k visitors over target achieved
Attracted new visitors to region
Union Jack bunting
VFR connections

Impact








Social – positive
Economic – positive
Activated over 100 volunteers
State, national and international publicity
10/10
Civic pride

Situation






Echuca/Moama – Bridge
Traffic congestion caused by tourists
Resident unhappy/dislike busy tourist times
If accident on bridge, impossible to cross

Characters





Residents
Council
Visitors

Actions




Building new bridge
Residents complained
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Impact





Once completed it will relieve congestion when crossing river
Make it easier for emergency services to cross
Improve residents image of tourists and help eliminate major dislike

Situation



Vic Open Men’s and Women’s Golf Championships

Characters





International golfers
Barnon Heads community
Golf Australia

Actions




Since 2013, the event has grown 10-fold
Restaurants, local businesses all benefit from the 5 day event

Impact






Tourism numbers boosted in Bellarine
Community involvement
Economic benefit to region
Increases participation in golf

Situation




Visitors from overseas
International sport event at Indian festival

Characters



Families, regional Vic, local business

Actions



Same trip every year to Phillip Island

Impact




Support for local communities
Local employment

Situation





Foreign investment into local industry – vail purchases
Now VAIL owns 3/5 resorts
Priority is dispersal of $$

Characters



Multi-national – VAIL community stakeholders – 2 turns. Falls/Hotham local
residents and businesses
Local Australian industry (ski)
State government – RMB local



Actions




New comers, driver Australian ski $$ overseas
Positioned as an extension of local spending into overseas markets = more
skiing

Impact




Reduction of investment in industry – local resort infrastructure
Potential of local skiers investing less in Australia, more overseas = more
skier days but ski $ leaves Australia
Local decision making e.g. Locals rewards no over 70’s – headquarters in
Denver not Australia



Situation




Mt Bawbaw taken over by state government/RMB
Was running at a very small profit but viable (break-even)

Characters




Private owners of lift co
State government/RMB/ARCC

Actions




State government/RMB nationalised privately-owned ski lift co
Owners removed chairlift, infrastructure and knowledge

Impact



Resort went from break-even to multi-million $ annual loss which required
ongoing taxpayer subsidies to maintain operations, i.e. private – public
ownership disaster

Situation





Great Ocean Road
Not enough infrastructure
Top 3 sellers from Melbourne
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Characters



Locals, Visitor, Guide, Distance

Actions





Too many visitors
Dirty
Abuse of nature

Impact





Not a unique experience
Fighting for a photo
Sell 2 day tours

Situation





Crisis recovery
Bushfire, cyclone, floods
Need people to come back and help the economy

Characters







Regional Australia
Passionate tourist operators
Government intervention
Media
Emergency services

Actions









How to handle crisis?
Refunds, credit
Punitive
Government recovery funding
More important timing
Resilience
Marketing recovery

Impact







Strong recovery
Demand driving
Sustainable growth
Advocacy
Collective partnership and focus, united

Situation




Growth tourism has made Daylesford a more attractive place to live
Previously young people left town to live in the city

Characters





Hipster opening F&B + tourism operations
Local residents
Larger, older tourism figures

Actions





Creating energetic collaboration
Town proud and supportive –appreciate benefit
Inspiring and leading the way

Impact







Greater jobs in region
Lots of energy/community pride
Diverse activities and opportunities
Puts Daylesford on the map in Victoria
Increased visitation

Situation






Forest
Logging community
Mountain biking paths
F&B offering

Characters





Government
Local shire
Consultants

Actions





Logging closed
Bike trails opened
Otway Fly
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Impact






Increased visits
Improved environment
Increased investment
Community growth

Situation



Young women living in country Victoria – no future – move to Melbourne

Characters



Young woman, wants to be an artist

Actions




Comes to Melbourne to study fine arts
Eventually returns to country to open an art gallery to serve locals and
tourists

Impact






Family of 4 living in country Vic
Art gallery adds to the fabric of the town
Husband learning to be a baker to work ins artisan bakery
Art gallery enhances tourist appeal of town

Situation








Cusco, Peru
Tour guide connection to local community (women)
Teaching group how to dye wool by hand
Back story of woman/families below poverty line
Products for sale
Specialised skills dying out

Characters





Consumer/visitors
Tour guide
Local community – women

Actions




Bought item
Connected to local audiences community

Impact




Locals – authentic/sustainable
Supported the local economy and helped specialised skills from dying out

Situation







Family migrated from overseas
Bought a taxi licence
3 years later and thousands of tourist taxi trips
Now building a brand new home
Boys in a private school

Characters






Tourists
Environments – national/local
Locals
Local businesses

Actions





Has become his own boss
Australia/Melbourne is an expensive location to visit
He saw an opportunity in working hard

Impact







Car/van/fuel/food/tools
Visits to Victoria
Income
Taxi for all
Return visits to Australia/Victoria
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04: Challenges & Opportunities
Participants were asked to individually brainstorm the challenges and opportunities that they foresee on the
journey to 2030, writing them on separate post-it notes. They then posted their ideas and collectively
grouped them into themes. The notes below contain the themes as grouped by the participants. The bullet
points represent the actual comments written on the post-it notes.

Challenges
Government Strategy



Flip flop government support
Lack of effective leadership at state level



Lack of alignment across government and
industry bodies

















Cost to operate
Resources
Funding/private investments/lack of service
Funding
Funds to build more tourism accommodation
Investment barriers
Cost
Expertise development
Growing markets vs infrastructure
Implementing sustainability/costs
As competition intensifies, the need to
differentiate will be more critical/what will
happen to affordability
Skilled work force
Attraction/retention
Qualified staff




Red tape inhibiting public/private investment
Red tape against development








Lack of tourist ready infrastructure
Community support
Poor transport infrastructure outside of
Melbourne for tourists
Environmental degradation
Developed infrastructure - lack of investment
to improve
Lack of infrastructure
Lack of investment – operating assets



Keeping up with technology





Climate change effects
Environment
Water

Workforce Retention















Tourism career development
Staff hard to access
Employment for goals employment’s sake
Education
Lack of research data to make informed
decisions
People don’t want to be part of tourism
Shortage of resources
Adequate and qualified staff
Staff/labour supply
Regional labour
Sustainable tourism workforce – attraction
and retention issues
Skilled workforce
Funding and investment
Banks won’t lend on tourism

Red Tape




Red tape
Government red tape
Research/insights to inform decision making

Poor and inadequate infrastructure







Over-tourism
Only focusing on numbers – visitors numbers
and spend (what about quality and visitor
experience?)
Lack of funding for exhibition and public
programs
Public transport – slow train = increased crime
rate
Infrastructure




Technology


Multi-speed take up of technology

Climate




Drought
Climate change
Will our natural attractions still be viable
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Engagement


Lack of connection with community



Inappropriate tourism development planning




Identifying new markets
Asian/China downturn






Carrying capacity
Low yield
Reduced length of stay
Over tourism



Product




Cost of offering
Diversification











Consumers continue to evolve beyond
millennials; what does the next generation
need
Ageing of population
Accessibility
Connectivity
Fragmentation
Funding
Investors
Political expediency




Sustainable development of natural areas
Sustainable operation



Collaborate/partner in other tourism
businesses to create character
Partner with government to overcome challenges

Markets



The evolution of China and India markets
Effectively targeting consumers with rapid
change in market

Consumer Sentiment




Negative perceptions of tourism industry
Community sentiment
Whole of country recognition of the strategic
value of a vibrant sustainable tourism industry

Indigenous culture


Dispersal

Access



International competitors
Competition from other destinations

Other








Social licence
Increase in “competing destinations” due to
cheaper air travel
Increasing visitation from intrastate and
international due to rising fuel cost for airlines
Regional dispersion
Government desire to invest in regions
Balance between short and long-term growth
Investment

Opportunities
Sustainable Development




Utilise nature wisely for tourism purposes
Wonderful environment
Easier travel + cheaper = travelling further

Public / Private Partnerships


As life gets busier, opportunities to
recharge/relax/re-connect will be more
coveted



Applying Technology




Tech advances
Agile operators can embrace tech/disruption
Application of technology




Technology first adapters
Faster to connect internationally for education
of Australia



The broad landscape of differences and
experiences available to any visitor
The friendly energy that Australians show
tourists
Creation of unique experiences

Experiences




As people trade possession for experiences,
tourism money should increase
Improve visitor amenities and increase
spending
People prioritising travel
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Workforce Participation



They’re interested in Australia as a
destination
Young people





Attract talent to industry
Employment growth
Backpacker/working holiday employment




Regional growth
Growth in regional centres via investment in
infrastructure
Government recognises the potential growth
in the visitor economy

Regional Tourism






Local domestic tourism
Greater investment in game-changing tourism
experiences
Increased focus on regional tourism
Cities become overpopulated
Investment attracts facilitation to assist sector
activation



International Tourism




Market growth in China and India
Booming international visitation
Showcasing international sports events with
regional travel



Directing international tourists outside the
capital cities and usual iconic attractions




Benefit from the errors of other countries
Build bridges across cultures





Product development
Increase in new experiences
Strategy between tourism operators and local
businesses









Career of choice
Tourism is professional
Technology innovation
United industry
Tertiary education better aligned to industry
needs
Prosperity
Job growth




Safety
Engage young people in the joy of tourism




Growing in population
Direct flights

Growth




Growth in VFR market
Opportunity to be number one hosting country
Grow value proposition of participation in
tourism industries

Product development



Increased collaboration at local/regional/state
levels
As population increases, more apps for
operators and the guest increase

Strategic Collaboration Partnerships










Sustainable tourism strategy
Technology
Experiences wanted
Greater collaboration
Defined strategy
Green
Partnerships
Collaboration
Use of technology (AR, VR and beyond)

Attract and retain




Attract and train great people
Reduce PMC/visa costs
One voice

Access
 Direct flights
 Greater global access
 Improving access – road/rail/air
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05: Focus Areas
Presented with a list of focus areas and priorities gleaned from recent national and state meetings,
discussions and reports on tourism, participants were asked to vote for their top five focus areas. The
resulting top six overall were the focus areas that participants were able to deep dive into, capturing their
inputs to a series of prompting questions.
The priorities voted on for the workshop, becoming the focus areas used in the activity, are below:


Investment into quality infrastructure



Transport and access



Regional dispersal



Improve workforce productivity and



Environmental sustainability



Ensuring a suitably skilled workforce

professionalism


Growing and diversifying source markets

Poll Everywhere voting:

The prompting questions provided for each group, at each focus area were:


Describe this focus area
o

What does it mean to you?

o

What are its core elements?



What is important about it?



What impact does/can/will it have on the Tourism 2030 strategy?



Ideas / Opportunities / Issues / Risks
o





How can this focus area be improved, developed, expanded or mitigated and minimised?

Ownership / Advocacy
o

What is the role of Industry in this focus area?

o

What is the role of Government in this focus area?

Other: what else should be considered?
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Environmental Sustainability








Quadruple bottom line
o Environmental
o Economic
o Community
o Cultural
Nature based experiences – new waste
management
Lasting legacy – footprint
Educating people to behave sustainably
Education role
Mitigating a tourism destination when it is
suffering – e.g. Lake Eilden dries up











Land management
Consumer demand – generational interests
Identifying carrying capacity
On-boarding local residents
Water management
Seeing long-term growth, patience
Balancing development and sustainability
Role of government to protect brand of
Australia
Reducing food miles with industry
engagement

Ensuring Suitably Skilled Workforce









Local capable workforce
Regulations
Training/institutions
Qualifications
Consumer experiences
Attracting people into industry
Appropriate response to staff
Skills of business – training etc.








Low barrier to entry/red tape for visas
Decline in respect for skilled staff
Attracting workers from broad disciplines
Good links between industry and education
providers to identify appropriate curriculum
Multi-lingual education for operators
Greater recognition through salary (+add
value) – remuneration mechanisms

Transport and Access






Desire: Air, road, rail, sea
o Level of access
o Cost
o Ease
o Visas/passenger movement change
Why it is important:
o Essential service
o Critical to dispersal
o Passenger access
o Supports visitor spend
Opportunities (especially for international
visitors)
o Make it easy

o
o
o



Affordable
Frequent
Connected – keep it easy for
customers
o Key infrastructure
Ownership
o Government to support tourism –
Melbourne Airport to the City, Eastern
seaboard, fast rail
o Industry collaboration and innovation
service
o Cycles on trains!
o Extension of free tram network

Government Investment






Longer lease times e.g. 49 years
National parks legislation
Insights from data
Easy access to funding for private sector
“Concierge” for local government planning






Champions in local government for tourism
Future focused
Not being reactive
Sustainable design








Regional investment
Good data
Marketing investment
Increased dispersal, visitation and yield
Public Private Partnerships
Supply to meet demand

Investment into Quality Infrastructure





Investment in game changing experiences
and base infrastructure e.g. Mona – especially
regional
Reduction in red tape (better navigation)
Private sector engagement
Collaboration with state, regional and local
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Regional Dispersal









Move visitors around state (non-capital cities)
– greater than 2+ hours travel
Provide diverse experiences and multi-day
itineraries
Boosting money in regional economies – stay
longer/spend more/improve visitor experience
Reducing barriers to providing affordable
options for transport to regions
Develop packages which embrace regions
(multi-day, all segments/diverse markets)
Community engagement
Appropriate infrastructure
Game changing experiences – traditional
owners experience and events






Lack of awareness – greater investment in
marketing (overarching state strategy)
Lack of conversation – too many day trippers
(tour development)
More signature accommodation
Research
o Customer centric approach
o Customer journey mapping
o Perception
o Customer satisfaction
o Clarity of collusion in local, state and
federal strategies

Expanding Source Markets







Right product and service to meet cultural
diversity/needs
Long-term tourism sustainability
Competitive with other countries
Tech changes big opportunity distribution –
government spending offshore
Research – ID opportunities, long and shortterm (role of government, TRA)
Product development to attract source
markets
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Geopolitical situation concerning – over
reliance on China, growth opportunities i.e.
India and Indonesia (need strategy)
High yield emphasis - pick markets to grow
and stop others (invest money long-term)
Demographic changes – age
Visas and passenger moment change –
higher yielding, domestic and international
markets (role of Government)
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06: Game Changers
Q: “What is the most important game changer for the industry to drive success to 2030?”
In groups, participants were asked to brainstorm their responses to the above question. The focus was on
identifying that one game changer, the “silver bullet” that would drive success to 2030. The game-changer
ideas were captured and are reported below.

Game Changers:


Very high quality investment: Example, nature based lodge/walk; as a showcase that tourism can be
responsible and sustainable, helping the local community and improving perceptions; improving support
for tourism and career of choice.



Incentive domestic travel for Australians



Investment in world class tourism infrastructure



Infrastructure: digital, building, technological, transport



Educate the educators



Private investment & technology: what’s next, nimble, alignment of product, investment (government
and travelling public), connectivity, industry involvement (small business)



Infrastructure investment - Funding buildings (build, they’ll come!), transport, access, unique
experiences



Longevity funding for Tourism Australia & infrastructure (demand driven)



Environment and infrastructure, [reduce] red tape, funding and education – change the perception
of a tourism career, keeping up with market demand and emerging technology



Resolve issues of fuel costs and connectivity – access, transport, collaboration, suggested
itineraries, investment in world class infrastructure, tourism attractions and visa programs



Long-term migration and tax reform to support labour intensive investment



Autonomous vehicles



Address problem of long-haul air impact on environment
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07: Summary
The workshop was a demonstration of the valuable contribution that can be delivered in a few hours of
collaborative discussion and innovative thinking. Taking people out of their normal day to day activities, and
immersing them in the thought process of future thinking, and enabling innovation and creativity.
Key themes of Regional Dispersal and Infrastructure were repeated throughout the Melbourne workshop.
The focus on Infrastructure was two-fold, injecting investment into the construction of new infrastructure, as
well as upgrading existing aged infrastructure. Transport links were a key element of this, along with the
establishment of environmentally sustainable and friendly infrastructure in natural environments (toilets,
facilities) that would enable visitors to travel further and stay longer in regional areas. The Regional Dispersal
element was the talk of the room even before the workshop commenced. It is clearly a high priority for the
industry in Victoria.
The challenge of over-tourism was mentioned numerous times during the workshop. The sentiments
surrounding it appear to be under-represented in the workshop outputs, however, spoken examples of the
negative impacts of over-tourism on The Twelve Apostles and Great Ocean Road was met with agreement
and acknowledgement around the room and in break out group discussions.
The focus on Sustainability began with the first word cloud activity and was pervasive throughout the
session. Expanding upon this, participants were clear that achieving a sustainable tourism industry was
dependent upon a triple bottom line approach to sustainability (social, environmental and financial).
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Sydney office
Level 9, 2 Elizabeth Plaza, North Sydney NSW 2060
PO Box 302, North Sydney NSW 2059
T 02 9955 5040 F 02 9955 5901
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T 03 9005 2030
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